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Candidates World Class Destination 

Don Berwick 

 
“I love what Mayor Walsh is doing in Boston with the Artists First Initiative in Boston; 
it looks highly strategic and he said he has a vision of Boston itself being a world-
class destination for arts. To do that, we have to work on support to artists so they 
can actually live livable lives, have the housing they need, and be able to thrive 
economically in very tough times. Artists are not at the top of the economic ladder as 
we well know. They need protection for their health care costs, for their housing, for 
their ability to do their work, and we need a strategic view of the way we market the 
idea itself.” – Don Berwick speaking at the Create the Vote Forum 
 
Across the state, from Tanglewood and MassMoca in the Berkshires, to the ART in 
Cambridge (one of my personal favorites) to Fleet Moves on Cape Cod, 
Massachusetts enjoys vibrant art, music, literature and theater scenes that are 
integral parts of our regional economies and communities. But despite these rich 
resources, Massachusetts lacks the reputation as cultural center enjoyed by some 
other states. A conscious decision by leadership—both public and private—to 
establish the Commonwealth as a destination for the arts presents an enormous 
opportunity to build on existing strengths to spur economic development and make 
our communities even more attractive and enjoyable places to live. During his 
mayoral campaign, Marty Walsh stressed the role of art in making Boston a more 
attractive and vibrant city, particularly for young people. I agree, and think that this 
approach should be extended throughout Commonwealth. I would work closely with 
the Massachusetts Cultural Council, the Office of Travel and Tourism and the Creative 
Economy Council, and partners in the private sector to fully harness the creative 
talents of our marketing sector to “brand” Massachusetts as a premiere cultural 
destination. I would also support public art installations across the Commonwealth. 
 

[From Don Berwick’s response to the Create the Vote Questionnaire] 
 

Martha Coakley 

 
The next governor needs to advocate for Massachusetts’ creative community on a 
number of fronts. First of all, the governor needs to use the power of the bully pulpit 
to shine a spotlight on the tremendous cultural resources in Massachusetts; this 
means being a vocal promoter of the arts in Massachusetts, not only to people across 
the country and around the world, but also to people in Massachusetts who may not 
know about or have access to our cultural resources. It also means being visible at 
different events and locations in the artistic community across the state, such as 
MALC’s annual Artists Under the Dome Event at the state house. 
 
Access is critically important to promoting our cultural resources, both for people in 
Massachusetts and around the world. For people within Massachusetts, I believe we 
need to increase state support for programs that offer free or discounted admission 
to cultural landmarks, and improve public transportation to make it easier for people 
to get to and from cultural destinations around the state. The governor also has an 
important role to play in national and international trade and tourism; when 
interacting with other states or countries, I will emphasize Massachusetts’ cultural 
destinations as a major reason to visit our state, and I will work with MassPort and 
other authorities to make it easier for out--of--state visitors to get into and around 
Massachusetts. As we bring more direct flights from around the world into Logan and 
cruise ships into Boston Harbor, we need to make our state more welcoming and 
ensure that visitors are aware of the cultural destinations, not only in Boston, but 
around the state. 
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Finally, I believe we need to explore innovative ways to build awareness of the arts in 
Massachusetts. I will work collaboratively with the arts community to develop and 
implement a statewide cultural festival, day of free admission, or similar idea that will 
bring the arts community together and be a powerful advertisement for the strength 
and breadth of the cultural resources available in Massachusetts. 
 

[From Martha Coakley’s response to the Create the Vote Questionnaire] 
 

Evan Falchuk 

 
The marketing of Massachusetts as an arts destination needs to be substantially 
changed.  I believe much of the Marketing of Massachusetts is based on a tactical 
approach, fueled largely by advertising of various features of Massachusetts as a 
tourism destination.  The website for www.massvacation.com, for example, contains 
an excellent portfolio of individual arts programs across the Commonwealth.  While 
this is valuable, it is different from taking a strategic approach to marketing.  This 
involves understanding the customer, determining what approaches will best engage 
the customer, and deploying tactics that can have the result of causing more people 
to visit Massachusetts as an arts and culture destination.  
 
While I greatly respect our artistic and creative history in Massachusetts, one of the 
important roles of the Massachusetts Cultural Council, working together with the 
Massachusetts Office of Travel and Tourism, must be to develop a comprehensive 
branding and marketing strategy for Massachusetts as a cultural destination that 
more aggressively highlights our current artists, as well. If Massachusetts is framed 
as the arts destination everywhere from our world-class museums to busy sidewalks, 
scholastic arts programs seasonal shows, and even culinary arts, we do ourselves a 
favor by highlighting the Commonwealth as a truly standalone destination when it 
comes to its burgeoning creative pulse. 
 
We have an opportunity to make our marketing appear and translate as the anti-
marketing campaign. It can be totally different from what potential visitors see so 
often from states’ typical marketing efforts. It can be fresh, young, edgy and vibrant – 
but appealing to visitors of all ages and backgrounds. 
 

[From Evan Falchuk’s response to the Create the Vote Questionnaire] 
 

Mark Fisher 

 
“Even citizens within the state of Massachusetts don’t recognize the cultural diversity 
and attractions that we have here.” – Mark Fisher speaking at the Create the Vote Forum 
 
I would ensure that tourists (and MA citizens!) are aware of our existing cultural 
attractions through www.massvacation.com.  I’d make it easier to navigate to the 
cultural sections.  I’d make the cultural attractions a separate tab unto itself.   
 

[From Mark Fisher’s response to the Create the Vote Questionnaire] 
 

Steve Grossman 

 
Massachusetts is a world-class cultural destination. We must significantly expand 
funding for tourism, particularly cultural tourism, to showcase the extraordinary 
variety of attractions that define our arts, culture, and creative community. I will make 
it a high priority of my transition team to fully develop a branding and marketing 
campaign within 90 days of being sworn in. 
 
Because of our virtually life-long involvement in the arts and the credibility I believe 
we have earned for decades, I believe I am in a unique position, both to earn the trust 
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of the creative community and to take full advantage of its collective expertise, in 
achieving our ambitious goals. 
 

[From Steve Grossman’s response to the Create the Vote Questionnaire] 
 

	  
	  
* We have not yet received questionnaire answers from Republican candidate Charlie Baker and he did not 
attend the Create the Vote Gubernatorial Forum. 
 
* We have not yet received questionnaire answers from Independent candidate Jeff McCormick. 
	  


